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This talk will present a series of projects from the Digital Design Build Studio.
The Studio explores the relation between computation, materiality, tectonics and
structure at an architectural scale. The research presented in the talk will have a
focus on an investigation on polymers. The talk will also use these explorations to
discuss a model of operation for architecture schools in the context of a
profession that has been disrupted by digital technology. Talking about some
projects in more detail will illustrate the findings of the experimentation with
different polymers. The discussion will also highlight the social aspect of these
interventions and illustrate how coalitions between non-profit organizations,
developers, industry and municipalities may benefit and impact their
communities.
POLYMERS
Polymers were popular in the 60s and 70s. MIT’s Monsato House of the Future was an investigation in using polymers to create a shell structure. The Olympic
stadium in Munich was exploring the possibility of
using transparent acrylic panels for a cladding system. Polymers used in these projects were fuel based
and are environmentally highly problematic. But recently the chemical industry changed the production of durable polymers from fuel based to durable
biopolymers at a very large scale. According to DOW
Chemical or the Biomass program of the US Department of Energy these polymers are based on synthetic materials, cellulose, starch, sugar cane or food
waste. That creates urgency in architecture to think
about strategies for reintroducing environmentally
friendly polymers to the built environment.
Polymers are also known for the waste they produce. The reason for that is that half of polymers are
produced for single use applications such as water
bottles. That produces 550 billion pounds of waste
per year or twenty-ﬁve percent of all landﬁlls. We
think that this waste can be used as a raw material

in architecture. Reintroducing polymers to the build
environment architects also face an aesthetic problem. The aesthetic of polymers is currently associated as an environmentally problematic material and
a material that produces waste. These are some of
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the challenges that informed a series of studies that
explore diﬀerent polymers such as PE, HD-PE and PP.
The scale of the pavilion or small urban interventions
has proven to be very productive in providing feedback of material performance, tectonics and structural behavior.

PROJECTS
The AIA pavilion demonstrates how the malleability
of PETG can be used to respond to program. The
project was part of an annual art festival, organized
by the AIA, the American Institute of Architects. The
goal of the project was to activate otherwise forgotten urban spaces by injecting small pavilions into the
city fabric of the French Quarter of New Orleans (ﬁg.
1). Some spaces were hidden and diﬃcult to reach,
others were private property. The ﬁnal pavilion was
built in a private courtyard that was for one week - the
duration of the event - turned into a public space.
The form of the pavilion adapted to the courtyard. Its dramatic lighting drew people into the
courtyard that was located deep inside the urban
block, far from the busy street. In order to bring all
the building components to the site through a very
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narrow alleyway the envelope of the pavilion had to
be tessellated into small triangles. Each of the PETG
triangular panels was shaped to respond to the program of foundation, seating, window, structural elements, water collectors and planting pots. This created a total of 320 diﬀerent variations.
To do that we used the malleability of the material that is a behavior typical for polymers. We
combined the thermoforming techniques of vacuum
forming, drape forming and draping. Instead of using
320 diﬀerent molds to form the 320 modules we developed a ﬂexible mold that allowed us to produce all
the diﬀerent modules with one single mold. That way
we were able to save most of the material that would
have otherwise been required to produce large quantities of variations.
The Nuit Blanche Pavilion demonstrates how the
elasticity of ETFE can be used structurally. The pavilion was developed for the Nuit Blanche festival in
Paris, France (ﬁg. 2). The challenge was to develop a display for an interactive video installation
by the artist Damien Valero. The skin was using the
polymer’s strength and its natural elasticity to selfstabilize a structure. This was achieved by building
the cell from two parts that once connected to each
other formed a double-layered pre-stressed surface.
The skin integrated the infrastructure of the
video installation such as projectors, sensors and
cables. It was developed as a modular system
that could be shipped, easily assembled and reconstructed at diﬀerent interior and exterior spaces. The
ﬂanges of both parts were ﬁrst bent and then connected to the neighboring cells. In that way the
memory eﬀect of the polymer was used to create
tension between the modules. The stress that was
built up within the surface by all ﬂanges collectively
formed the pre-stressed envelop of the pavilion. To
optimize the structural performance the size and geometry of the panel were related to the curvature of
the overall form. In the ﬁnal pavilion diﬀerent densities of hexagons and pentagons were used. This
idea was inspired by the structure of exoskeletons of
beetles. The parts and edges were numbered in the

Figure 1
Interior view of the
AIA Pavilion, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

assembly sequence that allowed for a self-guiding
assembly system that didn’t require any additional
drawings. This also allowed us to ship the unfolded
parts to Paris and to involve a local team of students
to help folding and assembling them on site in less
than two days.
Figure 2
Interior view of the
Nuit Blanche
Pavilion, Paris,
France.

was in tension created a perception of weightlessness, as the volumes visually appeared to not touch
each other. Enclosing the modules with a fabric also
suggests using the fabric structurally, an idea for future investigations.
The use of a parametric tensegrity structure had
proven eﬀective as a temporary structure because
of its self-erecting behavior along with its ease and
range of adapting its geometry. Simple details were
developed to allow for a fast and accurate assembly
process while maintaining the possibility of collapsing a mobile pavilion into lightweight bundles of cables and rods for easy transportation.

Figure 3
Underwood
Pavilion in Muncie,
Indiana.

The Underwood Pavilion is exploring the use of Elastan and its integration with a parametric tensegrity
structure (ﬁg. 3). The project resulted from a coalition with the Muncie Makes Lab. Its goal was to create a new permanent destination for hikers and cyclists in the postindustrial landscape close to Muncie,
Indiana. Rather than rationalizing a given geometry
into a tensegrity system the intension of this project
was to use simulation tools for a form ﬁnding process.
Individual modules were linked into a single tensegrity system. The ﬁnal form emerged from changing
the module’s proportion or the conﬁguration of the
pattern causing a twisting and bending in the aggregate that was used to deﬁne the pavilion’s spatial enclosure.
With all of the modules assembled on site each
individual module was ﬁtted in an elastic fabric. The
fabric enclosed the struts deﬁning a minimal volume.
Enclosing the compression struts with the fabric that

Urban Blanket explores the possibility to thermoform
HI-MACS with the goal to save material in the fabrication process. The project was developed in partnership with SandBox Crew, Midtown Alliance and
Modern Atlanta in an eﬀort to increase pedestrian
traﬃc of public spaces in Midtown Atlanta (ﬁg. 4).
The project provides a type of physical public space
for people using mobile digital devices. More than
20 people can simultaneously occupy Urban Blanket.
Another goal of the project was to ﬁnd new applications for HI-MACS and testing the material that is typically used for interior spaces in an exterior space.
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In order to optimize the mold we developed physical and digital models that simulated the material in
its malleable condition. These models allowed optimizing the geometry against the mold that was made
up of a minimum amount of points and lines. This
process was guided by a complex set of diﬀerent parameters: First the proportions of the human body so
that the landscape can cradle the person using digital
devices, second enough curvature to create enough
tension in the material in its malleable state and preventing it from sagging between the elements of the
mold and third the unrolled geometry was nested on
the available size of sheets without producing waste.
The individual 6 mm thick sheets were chemically bond and sanded to create the illusion of homogeneous solids. The hygienic properties unique to
HI-MACS allowed us to use a white color for an urban
surface. The coalition between the school, material
scientists at LG Hausys and the fabricators was crucial for the development of a novel fabrication workﬂow for complex HI-MACS surfaces and for the development of a prototype for a new application for HIMACS in an exterior space.

CONCLUSION
One of the main aims of Design Build Studios is to
bring designers and craftsmen together. The Digital Design Build Studio creates an environment for
students to develop an understanding of workﬂow
from design to fabrication and enable experimentation in conceptualizing production and assembly. It
is also a collaborative environment where students
learn to interact with clients, fabricators or city oﬃcials and how to form new types of coalitions. As we
believe that innovation does not happen in a bubble, the Digital Design Build Studio connects students to the industry, the city and a network of people that students can draw from as young architects
after they graduated. Each of these explorations is
used to build coalitions between entities within and
outside the university. The coalescing that is formed
around every experiment has proven to be beneﬁcial
to the public, the private sector, the industry and the
school. The research is also not just shared between
academia and the industry but also exposed to the
larger public.
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Figure 4
Urban Blanket in
Midtown Atlanta,
Georgia
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